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ALAN & DANNY BENDER FARMS

•

POSEYVILLE, IN

As family’s grow, so does this family farm.
Alan and Danny Bender faced this facility
upgrade with optimal output in mind. The
team added over 20K wet holding and
over 70K of storage to a facility primed with
industry best handling equipment.
A new receiving pit was added to keep
the storage facility running smoothly during
harvest.
With a highly efficient grain dryer already
in place, the TopDry was married to two new
GSI commercial hopper wet tanks.
Material handling at Bender Farms is never
overlooked. A full line up of existing wet and
dry conveyors and legs were enhanced by
a new GSI dry leg and reclaim conveyor.
Paying special attention to handling aids in
keeping grain in top grade condition.
Kudos to Bender Farms for your system
expansion and enhancements. We can’t
wait to see it in action!
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Existing, GSI 36’ diameter 11 ring
Top Dry
New, 2 GSI 18’ diameter 19 ring
commercial hopper wet tanks
(11,846 bu/each)
New, GSI 24” 5,600 bph dry leg
Existing, Riley 36” 7,500 bph wet leg
New, Hutchinson 7,500 bph receiving
pit
Rebuilt, 12” secondary u-trough
receiving conveyor
New, GSI 16x12 enmasse wet
reclaim conveyor
Existing, Riley 17x17 enmasse wet fill
conveyor on new Tower Innovations
overhead catwalk.
New, GSI 42’ diameter 16 ring
storage bin (71,771 bu)
Existing, 36’ diameter 9 ring storage
bin (22,235 bu)
Existing, 54’ diameter 21 ring storage
bin (117,524 bu)
Existing BinManager Grain Bin
Management Solution
Existing, 15’ diameter load out
hopper bin (4,100 bu)

SERVICE TIP!

Airsystem Airlocks
If you have not run your airlock over the
winter, now is a good time to lubricate
it and run it for a while to ensure an
easy start-up this fall.

EMPLOYEE FEATURE
Chris Harding, Shop Fabrication & Delivery

Chris was hired in February of 2010. With only 6 years
under his belt, he is still one of MAS’s young guns. Chris’s
expertise is building quality parts and learning new skills.
He appreciates a challenge, or custom build. You may meet
him out in the field as well as the shop. Part of Chris’s role
is delivering parts to sites to keep systems up and running.
While Chris isn’t married yet, he dreams to build a home,
get married and raise a family.

LARRY’S
LETTERS
It’s been a hectic planting season,
nice weather at a time it was too early,
it seemed, to plant. Then wet and cold
weather arrived, nothing that was planted
grew.
Now we have great weather, a lot is
being accomplished. The temperature
has warmed several degrees to a more
normal temperature. Everyone is busy in
the fields, but let’s not forget the grain that
is still in the bins!
I suspect with the grain prices being at
the level where they have been, there is
more grain in the bins than there normally
would be at this time.
Be sure you are monitoring that grain.
Storing grain this late in the season will
be a new experience for many farmers
across our region.
The temperature of the grain needs to
be raised, to approximately 65-degrees F

due to the much hotter temperatures
now. This will help to keep the bin
from sweating.
You might consider a bin monitoring
and control system (check out the
Intellifarms BinManager) for your bins in
the future. This would allow you to monitor
what is going on in the bins, both moisture
and temperature, and automatically
change grain temperatures for you.
This is a handy tool for monitoring grain
condition, that will send you an alarm if
problems arise.
There has been a tremendous amount of
corn planted in a short period of time. That
means there will be a tremendous amount
of corn ready to harvest in a short period
of time.
Get ready, harvest will be hectic. Check
your drying equipment and get it ready so
that harvest goes smooth.

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
GSI Vision Auto-Start
Portable dryers have a new ally! The
GSI Vision Auto-Start allows you to
set your moisture level through three
simple screens. What used to take
2 to 4 hours can now be done automatically. Simply input the incoming
moisture of the grain, desired outgoing moisture and the grain type and
hit start. Vision Auto-Start will manage
and control the pre-drying of the grain
and stage the operation of the dryer.
Vision Auto-Start can be retrofitted to
existing dryers.

Happy Growing,
Larry

CELEBRATE!

Anniversaries:
Charles Kratzer, Millwright Crew
hired 5-20-15
Jarrad Carpenter, Service Crew
hired 6-7-2011
Jeff Harris, VP of Operations
hired 6-11-1991
New Hires:
Jonah McMican, Millwright & Service Crew
hired full time 5-23-16
Jonah recently graduated from Murray State
University with a Bachelor’s Degree in Agriculture. He has worked at MAS part-time for five
years while going to school.
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“...there will be a tremendous
amount of corn ready to
harvest in a short period of
time.
Get ready, harvest will be
hectic. Check your drying
equipment and get it ready
so that harvest goes smooth.”
~Larry Harris

